Cellulose-Based Light-Management Films with Improved Properties Directly Fabricated from Green Tea
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Abstract: Tea polyphenols are a phenolic bioactive compound extracted from tea leaves and have been widely used as additives to prepare functional materials used in packaging, adsorption and energy fields. Nevertheless, tea polyphenols should be extracted first from the leaves before use, leading to energy consumption and the waste of tea. Therefore, completely and directly utilizing the tea leaf to fabricate novel composite materials is more attractive and meaningful. Herein, semi-transparent green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films with improved strength, a tunable haze (60–80%) and UV-shielding properties (24.23% for UVA and 4.45% for UVB) were directly manufactured from green tea by adding high-degree polymerization wood pulps to form entanglement networks. Additionally, the green-tea-based composite films can be produced on a large scale by adding green tea solution units to the existing continuous production process of pure cellulose films. Thus, a facile and feasible approach was proposed to realize the valorization of green tea by preparing green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films that have great prospects in flexible devices and energy-efficient buildings.
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1. Introduction

Tea produced from the leaves of plants is widely consumed in the world due to its fascinating aroma and beneficial health effects [1,2]. As one of the three major functional beverages, tea can be classified into six types, namely black tea, green tea, oolong tea, pu-erh tea, yellow tea and white tea [3,4]. It was reported that more than 5 million tons of tea has been consumed worldwide, and its consumption still continues to grow [4]. Moreover, China is the largest tea producing and consuming country, whose production was approximately 2.5 million tons in 2017. Green tea (GT) [5], a non-fermented tea, is the primary type of tea produced and consumed in China [3].

Generally, the chemical compositions of tea leaves are diverse, including polyphenols, saccharides and minerals [6]. The chemical composition varies greatly with the types, climate and region [7]. Tea polyphenols (TP), a kind of phenolic bioactive compounds extracted from tea leaf and account for 25–35% dry weight of green tea leaves, which are widely incorporated into drink and food products in formulations with green tea extracts (GTEs) [6,8,9].

Some studies indicated that tea polyphenols have many advantages, such as antioxidant and antimicrobial properties, due to copious hydroxyl groups, which could protect the cardiovascular system and are beneficial to human health [10–14]. Therefore, exploiting functional materials by using tea as resource and widening their application is important and meaningful.
Extensive attempts have been made to fabricate functional composites using tea as a resource, which show great potential in packaging [15], adsorption and energy fields [16]. By using green tea extracts as additives, poly (vinylalcohol) (PVA) [17], chitosan [18,19], polylactic acid (PLA)/nanocellulose [20], pectin-konjac glucomannan [21] and carrageenan/agar-based functional films [22] have been fabricated successfully using the solution casting method. Moreover, linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE), thermoplastic starch and green tea blends can also be prepared via the conventional extrusion [23], while poly (vinyl alcohol)/ethyl cellulose/tea polyphenol composite nanofibrous films were achieved by blending electrospinning [24].

Additionally, spent tea leaf powder [25,26] and tea dust [27] can be employed as a filler to reinforce the polymer composites. Bio-char can be obtained from the tea-seed shells [28] and GT powder [29] by a simple calcination method, which can be used in lithium ion batteries and heavy metal ion removal fields. Nevertheless, most investigations were centered on the antioxidant and antimicrobial activities of tea polyphenols. Tea polyphenols should be extracted first from the leaves before use, which is laborious, energy consuming and a waste of the other components in green tea. Hence, completely and directly utilizing tea to fabricate novel composite materials is attractive and meaningful.

It is known that lignocellulosic biomass possesses “biomass recalcitrance”, and many pre-treatment methods have been developed to overcome this recalcitrance in the last few decades; however, extensive chemicals and energy are consumed in the pre-treatment process, leading to the disadvantages of high cost, environmental pollution and severe corrosion [30–32]. Fortunately, it has been found that many kinds of ionic liquids show the capacity to dissolve cellulose, lignin and even lignocellulose [33–35]. Moreover, increasing investigations have been successfully conducted to convert lignocellulose into functional material directly without pre-treatment.

Researchers reported that waste newspaper can be dissolved in 1-allyl-3-methyimidazolium chloride (AmimCl) to prepare cellulose-based aerogels without any pretreatment [36]. Similarly, by using AmimCl as a solvent, cellulose-based films can be fabricated directly from agricultural straw [37], corn husks [38] and waste corrugated paper [39] as shown in our previous work, which suggests great possibilities to replace or substitute petroleum-based plastics. AmimCl may possess toxicity to humans or the environment; however, it can be recycled and reused to decrease these side effects.

In this work, new green-tea-based functional materials were fabricated directly from green tea through a facile, economical and green strategy. As displayed in Figure 1, natural green tea powder was dissolved in AmimCl after shredding. Then, wood pulps with a high degree of polymerization (DP = 990) were incorporated into the green tea/AmimCl solutions, where enhanced entanglement networks formed in all-biomass materials, contributing to improving the mechanical strength of composite films.

There are no chemical pretreatments, component extractions or isolation in this process. After mixing, the all-biomass gels were obtained using the Sol-gel method. Finally, green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films were successfully achieved, where nearly all of the water-insoluble components in green tea were completely retained and utilized. Moreover, we conducted a series of characterizations to research the structures and properties of the composite films.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Chemicals

Green tea (GT) was bought from Rizhao city, Shandong Province, China and shredded into powder for further use. Wood pulps (WPs) with a degree of polymerization (DP) of 990 were prepared using the sulfate method, and the beating degree was 15 °SR. The DP of cellulose was obtained at 25 °C and characterized by Ubbelodhe viscometry with reference to the previous study [40]. The ionic liquid 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AmimCl) was kindly donated by Shandong Henglian New Materials Co., Ltd. (Weifang, China) and produced according to our previous work [41]. Deionized water was self-made in the laboratory.

2.2. Preparation of Green-Tea-Based Light-Management Films

The fabrication process of green-tea-based all-biomass films is illustrated in Figure 1. First, the purchased green tea was shredded into powder by the household wall breaker to improve the dissolution efficiency. Then, both AmimCl and shredded tea powder were mixed together and mechanically stirred for 4 h at 80 °C to obtain homogeneous tea/AmimCl solution, where the solid content of green tea was 4%. WPs and AmimCl were also blended together and mechanically stirred for 2 h to obtain a 4% cellulose/AmimCl solution.

After dissolution, the mixed green tea/WPs solutions with different proportions were obtained by blending the tea/AmimCl solution and WPs/AmimCl solution at 80 °C for 30 min, in which the total solid content was 4% and the proportions of WPs were 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%, respectively (Table S1). Finally, six kinds of tea/WPs/AmimCl solution mixtures were obtained. The mixed tea/WPs/AmimCl solution was cast on a flat plate to obtain a 1000 µm thickness of liquid film, and then the plate with the liquid film was soaked in deionized water to achieve the tea/WPs composite gels. The composite hydrogel was rinsed with deionized water thoroughly to remove the Cl- completely, and then 8% by volume of glycerol was added to the last coagulation bath.
Six kinds of semi-transparent green gels were achieved (named Gel-WPT0, Gel-WPT10, Gel-WPT20, Gel-WPT30, Gel-WPT40 and Gel-WPT50). After drying the tea/WPs hydrogel with Kessel paper dryer, the green-tea-based all-biomass composite films were fabricated, which are named WPT0, WPT10, WPT20, WPT30, WPT40 and WPT50. Additionally, raw cellulose gel (WPs-gel) and cellulose film (WPs-film) fabricated from wood pulps were also prepared for comparison.

2.3. Characterization

2.3.1. Polarized Optical Microscopy of Green Tea/AmimCl Solution

The solubility of green tea in AmimCl was probed by the PM6000 polarizing microscope (POM), which was purchased from Nanjing Jiangnan Yongxin Optical Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China), where the solution was spread on a glass slide and covered by another glass slide.

2.3.2. Ultraviolet and Visible (UV-Vis) Spectra of the Green-Tea-Based All-Biomass Light-Management Films

The UV-Vis transmittance and haze plots ranging from 200 to 800 nm of the green-tea-based all-biomass light-management film were measured using an Ultraviolet spectrophotometer with ISR-2600Plus integrating sphere (UV 2600, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), where GB/T 2410-2008 or the ASTM1003-13 standard method (Plastics) were used as the reference. The absorbance spectra of the composite film were also recorded.

2.3.3. The Surface Hydrophilicity of the Green-Tea-Based All-Biomass Light-Management Films

The surface hydrophilicity of the green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films was characterized by the OCA 50 machine (Dataphysics, Filderstadt, Germany). At least six spots were pictured for each film, and the average value was finally output.

2.3.4. Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD) of the WPs, GT, WPs-Film and Green-Tea-Based All-Biomass Light-Management Films

The X-ray diffractograms (XRD) of all-biomass light-management films and their raw materials were recorded in reflection mode by employing an X-ray diffractometer (D8 ADVANCE, Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) in which the scanning speed was set at 8°/min, and the 2θ span was set from 5° to 80°.

2.3.5. Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectra of the WPs, GT, WPs-Film and Green-Tea-Based All-Biomass Light-Management Films

Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer in the attenuated total reflectance mode (ATR-FTIR ALPHA, Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) was employed to investigate the constituents and chemical structures of the samples, where the resolution of the detector was 4 cm⁻¹ and 32 scans were conducted. Ethanol was used to wash the Germanium (Ge) crystal between samples, and the software OPUS was applied to calculate the results.

2.3.6. Mechanical Tests of the Green-Tea-Based All-Biomass Composite Films

TA.XT Plus C texture Analyzer (StableMicroSystem, Godalming, UK) with a 5 kN load cell was adopted to analyze the mechanical properties of the green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films, where the drawing speed was 4.8 mm min⁻¹, and the gauge length was set at 2.5 cm. The films were cut to 6.0 cm in length and 1.0 cm in width, and five to seven strips were tested for each sample. Finally, the optimized value was output.

2.3.7. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) of the WPs, GT, WPs-Film and Green-Tea-Based All-Biomass Light-Management Films

The thermogravimetric analyzer (TA Q50, Woodland, CA, USA) in nitrogen atmosphere was applied to measure the thermal decomposition behavior of all-biomass light-management films and their raw materials, where the heating rate was at 10 °C/min and
the temperature was set from 50 to 800 °C. About 5–6 mg of samples were cut into pieces and placed into the crucible pot for testing.

2.3.8. Morphology of Green-Tea-Based All-Biomass Light-Management Films

Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) were recorded using a COXEM EM-30 Plus to see the morphology of green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films, where a platinum coating is necessary for all samples before the test. Moreover, the samples were quenched in liquid nitrogen to achieve the cross-sectional images.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dissolution of Green Tea in AmimCl

Ionic liquids harboring many merits have gained extensive attraction and been widely used in various manufacturing and synthetic processes in the last decade [39,41,42]. We found that ionic liquids can dissolve cellulose efficiently. Most importantly, some of them show great potential to dissolve wood chips, and AmimCl was the most powerful ionic liquid as proven by the high-throughput screening test [34,43,44]. In our recent works, lignocellulose, such as waste corrugated cartons and bamboo-based disposal paper cups, have been employed as raw materials to prepare the regenerated cellulose-based films successfully by using AmimCl as the solvent [39,45,46].

Therefore, AmimCl was also chosen to dissolve green tea to prepare functional green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films in this work. First, the green tea was pulverized into a powder before dissolution, and this is also described in the Experimental Section. Then, a homogenous and stable solution of 4% green tea was achieved after 4 h at 80 °C by mechanical stirring (Figure S1a).

Generally, green tea contains many different components, including tea polyphenols, proteins, cellulose and other polysaccharides, which interact intensively with each other, limiting the complete dissolution of the green tea. Hence, there were still some un-dissolved particles in the mixed tea/cellulose/AmimCl solution, which was proven by microscope (Figure S1b). Furthermore, the green tea may be dissolved deeply in AmimCl by raising the heating temperature; however, this will consume more time and energy [37].

3.2. Optical Properties and UV-Vis Spectra of the Green-Tea-Based Light-Management Films

The transparency of films is important to their application, and digital pictures were first recorded to evaluate the transparency of the regenerated films. Semi-transparent yellow-green green-tea-based composite gels and films can be prepared from the raw green tea/wood pulps/AmimCl mixed solutions (Figure 2), and the texture of them was homogeneous. Nevertheless, during the drying process, the pure hydrogel prepared directly from green tea is quite fragile and easily collapsed into small pieces (Figure S2).

The reasons behind this are the following. On one hand, the content and degree of polymerization of cellulose in green tea are extremely low, thereby, limiting the formation of the entanglement networks (Figure 1). On the other hand, the high contents of tea polyphenols, proteins and inorganic compounds limit the formation and even serve as defects. Hence, cellulose with a high degree of polymerization (wood pulps), which can form enough entanglement networks in the composites, is introduced into the green tea/AmimCl solution in this work.

The formability and mechanical properties is improved with the addition of wood pulps. The WPs-gel and WPs-film were colorless; however, the green-tea-based composite hydrogels and films were all in yellow-green color, because tea polyphenols or pigments are confined in them.

As presented, the Gel-WPT50 and WPT50 displayed the lightest colors among the composite materials and were assigned to the highest content of WPs. Moreover, the transparency of the all-biomass composite gels and films was also improved by increasing the content of wood pulps (Figure 2(a–f,a2–f2)). Additionally, the Chinese character “fu” was clearly visible when covered with the WPs-film with no distance and with a 10 mm
distance (Figure 2(a2,a3)). In contrast, the Chinese character “fu” was vague to the naked eyes when it was covered by the green-tea-based composite films with a 10 mm distance, thereby, demonstrating light scattering, which is related to the haze (Figure 2(b3–f3)).

![Optical photographs of patterns covered with composite hydrogels](image-url)

**Figure 2.** Optical photographs of patterns covered with composite hydrogels ((a), WPs-gel; (b), Gel-WPT10; (c), Gel-WPT20; (d), Gel-WPT30; (e), Gel-WPT40; (f), Gel-WPT50), films without distance and films with 10 mm distance ((a2,a3), WPs-film; (b2,b3), WPT10; (c2,c3), WPT20; (d2,d3), WPT30; (e2,e3), WPT40; and (f2,f3), WPT50).
The above phenomena indicate that the pure WPs-film is in ultralow haze, while the green-tea-based composite films are in high haze. The haze of the composites can be controlled by the mass ratio of green tea and WPs. Green-tea-based composite films are flexible enough to be rolled and can even be folded into windmill or paper crane shapes (the inset pictures of Figure 2(a3–f3)). In short, the green-tea-based composite films showed good transparency, although some impurities were still retained. Most importantly, the transparent composite films were accompanied with a tunable haze capacity and high flexibility, showing potential possibilities to complement or replace non-degradable plastics.

As demonstrated in Figure 3a, a red laser was used to irradiate the all-biomass composite films to further assess their light-scattering behavior. For the WPs-film, the light spot is concentrated in the middle, and no significant light scattering could be seen. In contrast, the area of the light spot for the composite films was enlarged by increasing the addition of green tea, meaning that the light scattering was elevated significantly by the composite films.

![Figure 3.](image-url)

Figure 3. (a) The light scattering effect of the regenerated films; (b) the schematic comparison between the WPs-film and the green-tea-based composite film; (c) haze; (d) the transmittance; (e) absorbance; and (f) UVA and UVB of the regenerated films.
Generally, the optical properties of the films are affected by their structure and morphology [47]. The light scattering of the composite films was enhanced by their interior defects and rough surface due to some organic and inorganic insoluble particles in the composite films, while the WPs-film possessed a relatively flawless structure, leading to low haze but high transparency (Figure 3b). To conclude, the regenerated films demonstrated different haze levels, and their haze varied significantly with their composition.

UV-Vis spectra were recorded to quantitatively evaluate the optical properties of the composite films, and the results of their haze and transparency are shown in Figure 3c,d. Compared to the WPs-film, whose transmittance and haze were about 93% and 3%, the composite films demonstrated a relatively higher haze but lower transmittance. Nevertheless, the transmittance of the green-tea-based all-biomass composite films was still high in the visible light region although the green tea showed a minor absorption peak at approximately 670 nm (Table S2 and Figure 3e).

Moreover, the transmittance increased, and the haze declined by increasing mass ratio of WPs. For example, the transmittance and haze of WPT10 film were around 78% and 74%, while the transmittance of WPT50 increased to 83%, and the haze of WPT50 reduced to 60%, respectively. Thus, these all-biomass composite films with high transparency and tunable haze can be applied in building privacy protection, optoelectronic devices or antiglare and antireflective coating by varying the content of components. UV radiation, categorized into UVB (290–315 nm) and UVA (315–400 nm), accelerates outdoor material aging and poses significant threats to humans [48,49].

The all-biomass composites displayed better UV-blocking capacity compared with the raw cellulose film (WPs-film) because the cellulose lacked absorption peaks at 200–400 nm, while the tea polyphenols, lignin, pigments and other anti-UV radiation substances included in the green tea showed distinct absorption peaks at approximately 280, 410 and 670 nm. The averaged values of $T_{\text{UVA}}$ and $T_{\text{UVB}}$ of composite films calculated according to GB/T 18830-2009 increased with increasing the content of wood pulps (Figure 3f).

The $T_{\text{UVA}}$ and $T_{\text{UVB}}$ of WPs-film were 87.94% and 80.12%, while the $T_{\text{UVA}}$ and $T_{\text{UVB}}$ of WPT10 film reduced by 72.45% and 94.45% to 24.23% and 4.45%, respectively. Hence, the green-tea-based all-biomass composite films showed good UV-blocking capacity, displaying superiority to be used in outdoor material fields. It should be noticed that the mechanical properties of the composite films may be influenced by the intensive UV radiation due to absorption.

It is known that light-management films with high transparency and haze are extensively used in electrical and optical devices [47]. Nevertheless, most light-management films are prepared from the petroleum-based plastics, leading to significant pollution to our planet [47]. Herein, the renewable and biodegradable green-tea-based all-biomass composite films with good transparency, tunable haze and high UV-shielding capacity show great prospects in light management fields. The green-tea-based composite films are capable of mass production by adding green tea/AmimCl solution units to the existing continuous production process of pure cellulose films (Figure 4a).

Most importantly, the optical performance of the green-tea-based composite films can be controlled by the content of WPs, which can meet the requirements in different fields. For example, the green tea/WPs composite films can be employed as coatings on the LED screen to modulate the light. As presented in Figure 4b, the little bulbs in the LED device are clearly seen for the naked LED or LED covered with native cellulose film (WPs-film). However, it is difficult to see the little bulbs clearly for the LED device coated with the WPT10 film, due to the intensive light diffusion effects.

When the light is on, the point light source can be automatically transitioned to an area light source by the WPT10 film, while the light from the LED device covered with WPs-film is harsh and strong, leading to glare. Thus, without sacrificing the light brightness or remodeling LED’s structures, achieving the uniform illumination via altering the light
propagation path can be realized by these light-management films prepared directly from green tea.

**Figure 4.** (a) A scheme of continuous production line of the green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films. (b) Application of the WPs-film and green-tea-based all-biomass composite films on a LED display device. (c) The UV-shielding mechanism of the green-tea-based all-biomass composite films. (d) The schematic scene of the green-tea-based all-biomass composite films attached to the glass door for the energy-saving buildings.

Additionally, the composite films displayed good UV-shielding capacity, and the mechanism is illustrated in the Figure 4c, where nearly all UV light can be removed by the composite film due to the existence of anti-ultraviolet substances, including tea polyphenols and epicatechin (EC), one of components in tea polyphenols used for the model. It is worth noticing that these light-management films can be coated on the glass window or door to manipulate sunlight for the energy-saving buildings. Compared to the naked glass with a low haze, the glass coated with WPT10 film produces a gentle, uniform and large areal lighting, and then a comfortable, safe and energy-saving living surroundings are constructed (Figure 4d).

These green-tea-based composite films show good mechanical properties and thermal stability, which will be discussed in the following part. Moreover, these all-biomass light-management films can be decayed completely in nature at the end of their service and feature low carbon footprint, which is compatible with the sustainable development. In summary, these green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films will play an important role in smart buildings to realize carbon neutrality.

3.3. Morphology and Structure of the Green-Tea-Based Composite Films

The structures are significant to the properties and application of composite films. The morphology of the regenerated films was assessed by scanning electron microscopy.
Figure 5 and Figure S3 displayed the surface and cross section images of WPs-film and the composite films. As can be seen, the composite films possess relatively dense and homogenous microstructures from the surface to the inner.

However, compared to those of pure WPs-film (Figure 5a,a’), both the surface and cross section of the all-biomass composite films are rough and the composite films exhibit a laminated structure, due to the complex components embedded in the composite films,
leading to the high haze of the composite films. Moreover, the surface of the composite film becomes smoother and the cross-sectional structure becomes denser by increasing the content of WPs. Therefore, the structure and properties of composite films are influenced by the mass ratio of green tea and WPs.

The green-tea-based composite films were prepared after the regeneration and drying processes. As displayed in Figure 5g, different from the FTIR spectra of the raw wood pulps and WPs-film, the raw green tea and green-tea-based all-biomass composite films demonstrated distinct peaks at approximately 1740 cm\(^{-1}\) (C=O stretching), 1600 and 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) (aromatic ring stretching) and a tiny peak at 1245 cm\(^{-1}\) (C-O stretching of lignin), which are the characteristic peaks of hemicellulose, tea polyphenols and lignin\([39,40,50,51]\).

Most components, including tea polyphenols, lignin and hemicellulose, deriving from green tea are confined in the regenerated all-biomass films, and only some water-soluble pigments and inorganic substances were removed after the preparation process. Generally, cellulose crystalline structure and hydrogen bonds change greatly after the dissolution and regeneration. Hence, the wood pulps show peaks at 3330 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2896 cm\(^{-1}\), assigned to the O-H stretching and C-H stretching bands, respectively. These two peaks shift to 3344 and 2889 cm\(^{-1}\) for the regenerated films (WPs-film)\([48]\). Moreover, the peak at 1110 cm\(^{-1}\) vanishes, and the peak at 899 cm\(^{-1}\) is enhanced for the WPs-film, also indicating the changes of structures\([48]\). Compared to the profile of WPs-film, the green-tea-based all-biomass composite films still possess a peak at 1110 cm\(^{-1}\). Additionally, the C-H stretching band and O-H stretching band demonstrate different trends in changes, which may be attributed to the incomplete dissolution of cellulose in green tea.

X-ray diffraction was also conducted to analyze the crystalline phases in the raw materials and the regenerated films. As displayed in Figure 5h, wood pulps demonstrated prominent peaks at approximately 2\(\theta\) = 15.1\(^\circ\) (1–10), 16.8\(^\circ\) (110) and 22.8\(^\circ\) (200), corresponding to the crystal planes of cellulose I\([48,52]\). Compared with the spectrum of WPs, the green tea (GT) only displays a broad peak at around 21\(^\circ\), due to the low content of cellulose in the green tea. Generally, cellulose transformed from I to II after regeneration and drying processes, and thus the WPs-film showed a broad peak ranging from 15\(^\circ\) to 25\(^\circ\), which is the overlapped peak of two peaks at 21.9\(^\circ\) (200) and 20.1\(^\circ\) (110) of cellulose II and the amorphous peak at 17.3\(^\circ\)\([48,52]\).

However, compared with WPs and WPs-film, the crystal changes of cellulose I to II are not clear for GT and the all-biomass composite films, attributed to the high content of nonstructural substances in the green tea. Additionally, compared with the raw materials, the peak intensity of the regenerated films is decreased dramatically, consequence of the low crystallinity index of the regenerated films, which is a common phenomenon for the regenerated cellulose materials. No significant differences were observed in the XRD patterns of all-biomass composite films, indicating that increasing the content of WPs showed no influence on the crystallinity of the films.

### 3.4. Mechanical Properties, Hydrophilicity and Thermal Degradation of the Green-Tea-Based Composite Films

Mechanical properties of polymer films are significant to their application, and Figure 6a–c and Table S3 displayed the mechanical properties of green-tea-based all-biomass composite films. The pure green tea films are too fragile to be achieved during the regeneration and drying process. By contrast, the regenerated green-tea-based films show relatively good mechanical properties, due to the formation of a controllable entanglement networks in the green-tea-based composites.
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Figure 6. (a) Stress–strain profiles; (b) tensile strength and elongation at break; (c) work of fracture; (d) water contact angle of WPT10, WPT20, WPT30, WPT40 and WPT50; (e) TG; and (f) DTG of WPs, GT, WPs-film, WPT10, WPT20, WPT30, WPT40 and WPT50.

It can be seen that even the mass ratio of green tea/WP was 90/10, the obtained green-tea-based film was strong enough to form an intact composite film, and the corresponding tensile strength, elongation at break are about 6 MPa and 11%, respectively. Both the tensile strength and elongation at break of the composite films are increased by increasing content of WPs and they reach their maximum of 36 MPa and 17% in this work, where the mass content of the WPs with respect to total solids is 50 wt% (green tea/WPs, 50/50).

As we know, the tensile strength of the polyethylene self-sealing bag films, which are widely popular in household and laboratory, is approximately 9–12 MPa, suggesting that the green-tea-based all-biomass composite films have great potential to replace the petroleum-based plastics. Generally, the tensile elongation of pure cellulose films is just around 2–6%, limiting their applications. Fortunately, the tensile elongation could be elevated by incorporating plasticizers.

The tensile elongation of the green-tea-based all-biomass composite films ranged from 10–20% in this work, due to the addition of glycerol, which was a common plasticizer [15,52,53]. Additionally, the toughness, expressed as a work of fracture is approximately 40 kJ/m$^3$ for WPT10 and is improved by 900% to 400 kJ/m$^3$ for WPT50, ascribed to the more content of
the high degree of polymerization of WPs in WPT50 (Figure 6c). In short, the composite films possess great possibility to substitute or supplement the non-degradable petroleum-based plastics and their mechanical properties can be optimized via increasing the content of high-DP wood pulps.

Cellulose is hydrophilic due to extensive hydrogen bonds and materials fabricated from cellulose always possess low the water contact angles (WCAs). As exhibited in Figure 6d, the composite films are all hydrophilic and the WCAs for WPT10, WPT20, WPT30, WPT40 and WPT50 are approximately 54.5°, 43.7°, 36.4°, 34.5° and 28.0°, respectively. WPT10 with the highest content of green tea displays the largest WCAs, because most of the hydrophobic lignin or other impurities are kept in the composite film WPT10. In fact, hydrophobicity is important to their application. Thus, the hydrophobicity of composite films could be adjusted by their components to meet various applications in this work.

Thermal stability is also the key factor for the application of composite films, and the thermogram curves (TG) and differential thermogram (DTG) curves of the composite films are recorded and presented in Figure 6e,f and Figure S4. Generally, the tiny mass loss at temperature below 120 °C was caused by the evaporation of moisture [48,52]. It can be noticed that high-quality WPs display the highest onset decomposition temperature (T\text{onset}, 290 °C) and temperature of maximum weight loss rates (T\text{max}, 400 °C) because WPs possess the highest degree of crystallinity and polymerization [48].

Different from that of WPs, the green tea (GT) showed a broad band ranging from 105 to 400 °C and two distinct peaks at around 210 and 320 °C due to the complex compositions in green tea. Similar to most pure cellulose film, the WPs-film began to decompose above 200 °C, attributed to deconstruction of the cellulose chains. Moreover, the T\text{max} of WPs-film is around 320 °C, far less than that of its raw material WPs, attributed to the low degree of crystallinity, which was consistent with our previous study [48].

Different from the WPs-film, the all-biomass composite films start to degrade at about 150 °C, assigned to the decomposition of impurities in GT. Furthermore, the composites possess two prominent T\text{max} at around 200 and 300 °C, respectively, corresponding with those of the raw material GT. However, these two T\text{max} peaks of green-tea-based all-biomass composite films are trimmed when compared to those of GT, suggesting that some impurities in green tea are removed in the coagulation and washing process.

The intensity of T\text{max} peak at 200 °C is weakened, while that of the T\text{max} peak at 300 °C was enhanced when increasing the content of WPs, which may be attributed to high stability of high-DP wood pulps (Figure S4). The thermal performances of green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films are clearly different from those of the pure cellulose films, due to the complex composition of green-tea-based all-biomass composite films.

4. Conclusions

Green tea can be directly and completely fabricated into semi-transparent all-biomass composite films with tunable haze, improved strength and UV-shielding properties through adding high-DP wood pulps (WPs) to form entanglement networks using the ionic liquid AmimCl solvent method in this work. We found that certain organic or inorganic impurities, including tea polyphenols, were maintained in the regenerated films, resulting in a tunable haze (60–80%) and good UV-shielding properties, where the UVA and UVB values can reach 24.23% and 4.45%, respectively. Moreover, adding high-DP WPs can also improve the mechanical properties of the regenerated films.

Particularly, the composite film WPT50 demonstrated the best mechanical properties and the work of force, elongation at break and tensile strength of WPT50 were about 400 kJ/m³, 17% and 36 MPa, indicating that the green-tea-based composite films demonstrated great potential to replace or supplement the non-degradable petroleum-based materials in light-management fields, such as flexible photovoltaic devices and energy-efficient building fields. A facile and feasible approach to realize the valorization of green
teac by preparing green-tea-based all-biomass light-management films was proposed in this work, and this is significant to sustainable development and a low-carbon society.
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